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ABSTRACT 
 

The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states rely on food imports and are exposed to food price and 
supply risks such as occurred during the 2006-2008 and 2011-2012 food crises. Food insecurity is a salient 
political issue in the region especially in the aftermath of the Arab Spring. This study explores futures markets’ 
performance as food price risk-hedging mechanisms and the convergence of futures and spot markets during 
these periods. The study concludes that futures contracts were ineffective during the first food crisis. Wheat 
markets took several years to recalibrate afterwards but were largely effective price-hedging mechanisms from 
late 2010 onwards. The structure of Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) wheat markets frames the possible policy 
options to mitigate such risks in the future. They include the expansion of local mercantile exchanges to include 
wheat futures contracts and derivatives including shari’aa-compliant offerings, creation of additional storage 
capacity as a price buffer, and the acquisition of grain trading firms or foreign farmland.  
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Introduction 
 

Since the year 2000 there have been two periods of rapidly escalating food prices, 2006-2008 and 
2011-2012 (World Bank/FAO, 2012). The Persian Gulf states of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), Bahrain, 
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) are particularly exposed to food price 
shocks. They are nearly entirely reliant on imports of staple foods like wheat, which is the largest component of 
caloric intake for people in the region (UAE, 2009). GCC states will be able to sustain food imports in the 
absence of outright global market collapse and can minimize impacts on domestic food prices through subsidies 
or price-caps due to their oil wealth. However, fears of food insecurity prevail in the regional political discourse 
(Woertz, 2013). Aside from causing political alarm, price shocks significantly impact governments' budgets, 
corporate profits and planning, and they can fuel social instability (World Bank/FAO, 2012). This study aims to 
further understanding of wheat futures markets’ efficacy as risk-hedging mechanisms during these crises with a 
particular focus on the GCC states. 

Utilising wheat futures market derivatives is the simplest financial mechanism to manage price risks 
along the wheat value chain (Kewalik, 2013). It is a highly logical mechanism for GCC wheat importers, 
although it has been underutilized in the region (Gulf Research Centre, 2008; IFPRI, 2012). Modern futures 
contracts are standardized and can be bought and sold on exchanges to be settled either through commodity 
delivery or via cash transactions reflecting the difference in value between the present spot price and the initial 
agreed-upon futures price. Futures contracts play a number of vital roles in the agricultural market chain: they 
provide a cash-flow planning mechanism for grain sellers and buyers, are used to plan cropping patterns and in 
the United States dictate crop insurance premiums (US Senate, 2009).  

In addition, futures contracts are used to help in price discovery, as historically futures prices and spot 
prices converge as the contract expiry date approaches (CRS, 2008). This convergence is the proof of market 
efficiency, and for the purposes of this study, effective management of price risk follows Reeves and Vigfusson’s 
(2011) definition that spot and futures contracts’ prices diverge less than 15% in the period of contract expiry. 
During the commodity price rises of 2006-2008 spot and futures prices failed to converge in many contract 
periods leading to pricing disruptions all along the wheat supply chain from farmers to large bakeries as the 
capability of this mechanism to hedge against price risk decreased substantially (CRS, 2008). Figure 1 below 
(US Senate, 2009) shows the extent of the nominal divergence between spot and futures prices during the 2006-
2008 food crisis. This study attempts to determine whether that trend continued during the period of food price 
volatility in 2008-2013. 
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Fig. 1:  Difference in price ($US cents/bushel) between spot and futures prices at contract expiry exhibiting lack 
of convergence in late 2006-2008. Source: US Senate, 2009 

 
This study begins by describing the methodology used to determine wheat spot and futures price 

convergence during the study period of 2009-2013. The Results Section presents the findings of the wheat spot 
and futures price convergence analyses as well as general features of the GCC wheat market and potential 
impact of financial speculation on futures markets. Finally, the Discussion Section uses the background 
information on GCC wheat markets and the findings of the futures analyses to provide insights on possible 
avenues GCC states can take to mitigate exposure to food price and supply shocks. 
 

Material and Methods 
 
  This paper utilizes Minneapolis Grain Exchange (MGEX) spot market index prices and Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange futures market prices obtained from quandl.com (2014) to examine the performance of 
futures markets during 2009-2013.  To investigate whether the divergence between spot and futures markets' 
prices at contract expiry as observed in Figure 1 was an isolated event during the 2006-2008 food crisis, the 
author tested for spot and futures markets’ price convergence for contracts in the years 2009-2013. These years 
include the second food crisis of the period under study, 2011-2012, and extend earlier work like that of the US 
Senate Review (2009) by using the following data and methodology.  

Daily spot price information for soft red winter wheat, the CME standard commodity, was taken from 
MGEX (2014) as the point of comparison for futures contract prices. The daily soft red winter wheat futures 
settle price was taken from quandl.com (2014). In order to differentiate between futures contracts accurately, 
daily price data on futures contracts for delivery or settlement were collected for March, May, July, September 
and December for contract years 2009-2013.  

One full year of daily price movements in the futures contract period was collected for each contract. 
For example, daily futures data related to July 2010 delivery begins on 15 July 2009 and ends on 14 July 2010. 
Though trading on the contracts is possible for longer than one year, open interest for each contract begins to 
increase quickly approximately 9 months before contract expiry and remains high until approximately 2 months 
before contract expiry. At that point, open interest declines rapidly as contracts are settled or rolled (quandl.com 
data). 

Then, in order to check the extent of futures and spot price convergence at contract expiry, the author 
averaged the spot prices for the final 30 trading days of the futures contract period and then subtracted that value 
from the average settle price of the last 30 trading days of the futures contract price.  

 
Results  
 
Wheat futures analysis 

The values shown in Table 1 below provide the average price difference between the futures and spot 
price in the period of contract expiry in both percentage and nominal value terms. The overall tendency towards 
convergence of futures and spot prices is visualised in Figure 2, which shows the movement of individual 
futures contracts in relation to the spot price from the March 2009-2013 futures contract periods. 
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Table 1: Price difference between spot and futures contracts at expiry for delivery in 2009-2013. 

Year Delivery Month 
Avg. price difference – 

cents/bushel 
% Price difference 

2009 

Mar. 122.99 30.35 
May 115.58 27.28 
July 104.50 22.95 
Sep. 112.57 31.07 
Dec. 106.82 24.90 

2010 

Mar 83.03 17.06 
May 68.51 16.65 
July 37.76 8.83 
Sep. 86.54 13.37 
Dec. 67.90 10.85 

2011 

Mar. 66.14 8.88 
May 61.64 8.78 
July 28.20 4.13 
Sep. 25.77 3.73 
Dec. 24.07 4.14 

2012 

Mar. 288.33 45.44 
May 15.69 2.58 
July 13.55 1.98 
Sep. 25.30 2.98 
Dec. 27.46 3.34 

2013 
 
 

Mar -56.54 -8.00 
May 18.47 2.70 
July 25.02 3.86 
Sep. 29.83 4.90 
Dec. 28.58 4.62 

 

 

Fig. 2: Wheat spot price compared to settle future price for delivery in March of year indicated. Sources: Spot 
prices from MGEX Index (CME data) and futures prices from quandl.com, (CME and CBOT data) 
 
As the data show, spot prices and futures prices diverged significantly at contract expiry for several of 

the contract periods in the time range under study. As stated in the Introduction, the threshold at which futures 
markets are deemed ineffective for price-hedging is when price divergence between spot and futures prices at 
expiry exceeds 15%. The percent price difference was over this threshold value for eight of the 25 contract 
periods surveyed and reached nearly 50% difference for the March 2012 contract period. These findings indicate 
that the failure of futures and spot prices to converge was not a unique market failure in 2006-2008. 
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The failure to converge occurred almost solely during 2009 and early 2010, a time of falling or stable 
spot prices, not rising spot prices, as shown in Figure 2. This period followed immediately after the agricultural 
commodity price rise that ended with the global financial recession that began in mid-2008. For the period 
during the food crisis of 2011-2012, which began in the summer of 2011 and ended after the summer of 2012 
and saw the nominal price of wheat double on the spot market, only the futures contract period for March 2012 
exhibited particularly high divergence in comparison with spot prices. This study does not examine what caused 
spot and futures markets to correct and re-converge post-2009 in the aftermath of the financial crisis. However, 
it is clear that they returned to fulfilling their role of price discovery through effective price convergence in the 
period of future contract expiry. Also, this study does not examine what caused the March 2012 futures contract 
period to be such an extreme outlier in terms of divergence between spot and futures prices, but the role of the 
deep Australian and Russian droughts in 2011 likely played a key role. Overall, the study shows clearly that 
even during the food price crisis of 2011-2012 and during a period of extreme spot price volatility, futures 
markets largely remained highly effective mechanisms for price-hedging. 
 
Structure of GCC wheat market 

Wheat is the world's most actively traded agricultural commodity by volume, though since 1990 on 
average less than 20% of total production is traded internationally and the export market is dominated by several 
key producing nations including the United States, Canada, France, Australia and the CIS states (FAOSTAT and 
author's calculations). For the GCC as a whole, where import statistics are notoriously poor, consistent wheat 
country of origin statistics exist for Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Oman, and while the FAO's statistics for the UAE 
have major gaps, the share of the UAE's imports from the US, Canada and Australia, which are typically close to 
50% of the total, can be constructed using supplier nations' statistics (ABS, 2000-2012; CGC, 2000-2012; 
USDA, 2013).  

The states differ in the level of government control over wheat import markets: the UAE import market 
is private-sector dominated, though price supports exist on the consumer side, while Saudi Arabia, Oman and 
Qatar have national import companies. Bahrain and Kuwait are mixed between state and private firms. 
However, companies in each state, whether private or public-sector, rely on the large multinational grain dealers 
like Cargill, Archer-Daniels Midland, etc., for wheat sourcing (Ahmed et al., 2013). As such, food price and 
supply risk management is critical to ensuring domestic demand is met. The food price spikes in 2006-2008 and 
2011-2012 produced a sharp political reaction throughout the GCC, especially as the price rises coincided with a 
period of regional political instability associated with the Arab Spring (World Bank/FAO, 2012).  

Since the year 2000, food prices, when indexed for inflation, have reached levels not seen since the 
1960s (Shiferaw et al., 2013). Although prices of wheat on international spot exchanges peaked in 2008 and 
dropped quickly from those levels, they did not recalibrate to pre-peak prices, as illustrated by Figure 2 below, 
and they certainly did not come down quickly in importing countries including the GCC states and greater 
Middle East (Nazlioglu and Soytas, 2011).  

 

 
Fig. 3: Nominal vs. real wheat prices. Source Shiferaw et al., 2011 

The recent agricultural commodity price rises of 2006-2008 and 2011-2012 suggest that wheat prices 
are likely to remain substantially higher than just a decade ago due to several key factors: population and 
income growth, bio-fuel production, higher fuel prices, and long-term depreciation of the US dollar (World 
Bank/FAO, 2012). However, a number of other factors combined to increase volatility greatly in grain markets 
during the 2006-2008 periods including severe weather events, financial markets’ failures – including futures 
markets - and low stocks of key goods (Conceioa and  Mendoza, 2009).  
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Potential impacts of financial speculation on wheat spot and futures markets 
The role of speculation in increased wheat price and volatility is highly debated. Since financial 

deregulation in the 1980s, banks and swap dealers began to sell large numbers of commodity derivative products 
that provided non end-users access to commodity markets through cash-settled futures contracts (Clapp and  
Helleiner, 2010). While financial speculation in commodities is certainly not new - Keynes himself had 
approximately 1/6 of his entire investment portfolio in wheat futures when he stopped active trading in 1937 
(Fantacci et al., 2010) - the rapid inflow of non-hedging purchasers since 2000 has led to “financialization” of 
agricultural commodities and increased the possibility of speculative bubbles.  

From 2003-2008 assets under management in commodity index funds like those linked to the Dow 
Jones-UBS Commodity Index increased from $15 billion to $200 billion. During 2006-2008, 35-50% of all 
wheat futures purchases went to such investors (Clapp and  Helleiner, 2010). In 2005-2006 the average monthly 
volume of trade in wheat futures contracts grew over 60% (Robles et al., 2009). This was also a time of extreme 
volatility in wheat and corn futures prices, which reached record levels of 30%-50% between 2006-2011 in 
comparison to historical averages of about 20% (Karali and Power 2013; CRS, 2008). 

However, there is little consensus within the academic community on the effect this massive increase in 
commodity-linked futures trading has had on actual spot prices. Some argue the increased investment in and of 
itself had little effect on spot prices (eg., Sanders and Irwin 2011; Masters and White 2008), while those who 
argue it did have an effect (eg., Robles et al., 2009; Clapp and Helliener, 2010) generally take the position in 
line with Baffes and Haniotis' thesis (p.9, 2010) that the massive increase in futures investment “can induce 
higher price variability in the sense of exacerbating the length and the amplitude of price cycles, as they most 
likely did during the ‘perfect storm’ of 2007/08.” 

  

Discussion 

Woertz (2013a) indicated that some but not all major UAE importers utilize futures. As shown in the 
Results Section, futures markets provide a valuable hedging mechanism against price risk even during extreme 
market events. However, futures are relatively new mechanisms in the Gulf States and are not traded on the 
local mercantile exchanges, which are energy-oriented. Also, futures contracts, with their close connection to 
speculation, are often viewed negatively in traditional interpretations of Islamic culture and law. Several 
Shari’aa compliant futures derivatives products do exist, but they are a niche offering law (Humayan and 
Moghul, 2009). Ultimately, one effective food price-risk reduction policy GCC states could implement is to 
expand the capabilities of local mercantile exchanges in order to profit from the price-hedging capability of 
futures contracts trading. This could be made possible by beginning to offer cross-listed wheat futures products 
and also Shari’aa compliant wheat futures offerings (IFPRI, 2012). However, introducing wheat futures trading 
in the Gulf states themselves cannot mitigate food supply crises, which are environmental and political in 
nature. 

Because five multinational conglomerates control 90% of globally traded wheat commodities, GCC 
states have diversified national sources of wheat supply simply because they rely on those firms (Morris, 2013). 
Environmental factors in specific key exporters can have large ripple effects on supply around the world, 
though. Australia’s Millennium Drought and the severe drought in Russia during the summer of 2011 had major 
impacts on export markets (Ahmed et al., 2013). In the latter case, the Russian government issued a blanket ban 
on wheat exports leading to tight supplies worldwide. To deal with food supply risks, then, creating regional 
futures markets is a vital but by itself inadequate measure.  

Three major policy options present themselves to state planners in the GCC to deal with supply risks 
given their environmental constraints: purchase foreign grain trading firms, develop farmland abroad and 
increase wheat storage. Sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) such as UAE’s Mubadala Development Company, state-
owned enterprises and private GCC firms can purchase smaller foreign grain traders such as the recent Saudi 
investment in the former Canadian Wheat Board (Atkins, 2015). Purchasing a significant stake in one of the four 
publicly-traded grain conglomerates in order to have a firmer hand on corporate direction through shareholding 
and board membership is a second avenue to achieve this goal. A takeover of one of the significant traders 
would be incredibly expensive and politically difficult given obstruction in the US and EU, where the firms are 
headquartered, to large-scale asset purchases by foreign investors as exemplified by the CNOOC proposal to 
buy Nexen (BBC, 2013). However, perhaps a large but minority stake purchase would be politically tenable. 

The second option, which is also politically and logistically difficult, is the acquisition and development 
of farmland abroad. This option has been explored thoroughly and has a long history dating back to early hopes 
for the creation of an Arab breadbasket in Sudan first considered during the Arab oil embargo (Woertz, 2013). 
Political strains such as the first Gulf War and the subsequent embargo that led to rationing and intense inflation 
of food prices in Iraq serve as a constant psychological reminder to regional leaders that food security in the 
Persian Gulf region is dependent on the political acquiescence of the regional hegemon (Al-Nasrawi, 2000). In 
the aftermath of the 2008 food crisis a number of GCC-led foreign agricultural investments were announced in 
the media. However, much of the declared investment, at least in developing countries like Sudan and Pakistan 
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in staples such as wheat and rice, has not been realized on the ground due to political and logistical difficulties 
(Verhoeven, 2011; Woertz, 2013).  

In order to mitigate both price and supply risks, Gulf states and firms can increase wheat storage. The 
UAE is building storage capacity, but more slowly than its neighbours. Oman, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia have 
increased storage capacity greatly as they have state-dominated wheat markets. It is politically preferable in 
those nations to amass storage and periodically flood the market to avoid spoilage than to have a rapid increase 
in prices as occurred in 2006-2008 before state interventions (Woertz, 2013a). In the UAE, storage capacity is 
increasing primarily in Fujairah and Dubai. Fujairah, located on the Gulf of Oman, will be the vital supply link 
for GCC states if the Strait of Hormuz is closed (Reuters, 2013). Dubai, on the other hand, is a trans-shipment as 
well as industrial centre, and so is well-placed to expand its import of wheat and engage in value-added 
processes like flour milling (Ahmed et al., 2013). Increasing wheat storage provides a buffer against rapid spot 
price increases and also supply disruptions. Expanding wheat storage facilities will be a highly effective tactic to 
mitigate price and supply risks in combination with developing local exchanges further so they can handle 
complex commodity futures trading in goods other than energy products. 

  

Conclusion 

This study explored food price risk, the capacity of futures markets to mitigate it, and also mechanisms 
to alleviate food supply risk. While the periods of 2006-2008 and 2011-2012 are not historically unprecedented 
in terms of the rapidity of food price increases in spot and futures markets, they represented a major price shock 
(Kewalik, 2013). The typical financial mechanisms used to hedge against price risk - future contracts and 
options - were far less effective during the more acute and unexpected of the two crises, between 2006-2008, 
and the years immediately following it. By the time of the latter crisis, 2011-2012, markets had become 
somewhat inured to such volatility and hedgers had learned to expect the unexpected. Thus, futures contracts 
will be effective tools for GCC importers to deal with price risks during normal market cycles and possibly will 
be less effective during severely acute crises due to the distortion of futures markets. It is clear that futures 
markets failed to play their price-finding and hedging role during and after the food price spike of 2006-2008 
but recovered effectively in 2010 and generally functioned properly during the crisis of 2011-2012.   

Wheat traders utilizing futures markets between the years 2010 and 2013 would have been able to 
hedge against price risk effectively the majority of the time period. The creation of a mercantile exchange 
capable of trading such contracts and their derivatives could lead to substantial savings for local businesses and 
governments. The GCC states are in a unique situation since they are completely reliant on imported food, but 
their further integration into global financial and agricultural markets will be able to provide the food security 
they require.  
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